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Reasoned Document on comments of Stakeholders on the “Guidelines for Multisourcing of ATL....” uploaded on website 

 
Date of Uploading on the Website:    11/07/2011 

Date of expiry of Comments of Stakeholders:  08/09/2011 

 

S.No. Details of Requirement Document to be submitted Comments By Stake Holders Remarks 

1 Annexure-II Clause 1.1  
The manufacturer (Indian or 
Foreign), in his proposal, 
should detail its 
Manufacturing plants, where 
the Automatic Twist Lock 
(ATL) devices detailed in 
Annexure-I, shall be 
manufactured. 
Indian subsidiary/ Indian 
company, if any. 
Appointed authorized Indian 
agent, if any. 
Any company/ concern 
(Indian/ Foreign) to whom 
the manufacturer has 
outsourced manufacturing/ 
supply of Automatic Twist 
Lock (ATL) devices. 

Details of the proposer 
(Manu./ Indian co./ Autho. 
Agent/ Outsourcing) be 
elaborated. 
Relevant Product Pamphlet 
covering the Automatic Twist 
Lock (ATL) devices detailed in 
Annexure-I. 
Authorization from OEM of 
Indian agent (if any) with 
validity date. 
Details/ Authorization of the 
outsourcing (if any) & the 
source to whom outsourcing 
has been done. 
 

M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

The manufacturer his Collaborator or his 

Technology Partner should be an existing 

manufacturer of Automatic Twist Locks for 

Rail Road application.  

 

Restriction to ATL manufacturers for 
only Railroad applications has been 
sought. Twist Lock applications are used 
on various modes of Transport including 
Rail. Over IR, the Twist Locks have been 
in use on Container Wagons since the 
late 1990s with limited success on the 
number of sources.  On the other hand, 
Twist Locks for Container lashing on 
Marine and Road environment are in 
use for long.  
 
However, since the Road Sector is 
primarily an unorganised Sector in 
terms of the approvals of ATLs are 
concerned, the experience of Road 
applications of Twist locks is deleted 
from the Eligibility list, as indicated in 
the Para 2.1 of Annexure II.  

2 Annexure-II Clause 2.1  
Should have supplied (at the 
time of applying to RDSO) at 
least two thousand (2,000) 
ISO container 
lashing/locking 
devices(Manual/ Semi 
Automatic/ Automatic) for 
application in Transportation 

Documentary proof with details 
of customer name, order qty, 
year of supply & industry 
supplied-to as proof of 
supplying two thousand such 
devices. 

M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

The potential manufacturer or his 

Collaborator must have experience of 

supplying Automatic Twist Locks for Rail-

road industry.  

Manual/Semi-automatic twist lock 

manufacturers for Road and Marine 

 As pointed out in the remarks 
above, the “Road” experience as 
eligibility criteria is being deleted 
from the finalised guidelines.  

 The contention of Safety importance 
of the Twist Locks is agreed to and 
has been addressed in the preamble 
of the Document already. Safety of 
Container lashing is equally 
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Industry (Rail-road/ 
Road/Marine) 

application are available in abundance 

worldwide (approx.. 6000 nos. on 1 web 

site alone) but despite demand only a very 

few manufacturers have been able to 

successfully develop Automatic Twist Locks 

for Rail-road application. Road and Marine 

applications are very different and that 

experience should not be considered 

sufficient. Also the minimum order size on 

web site of these manufacturers is 1000 

nos. Thus asking for a total supply 

experience of 2000 nos. is very insignificant. 

The supply experience should be minimum 

100,000 nos. This is SAFETY ITEM more 

critical than even brakes as upto 10% of 

wagons can be isolated in a rake for brake 

malfunctioning for safe running operations. 

Failure of locks on even one wagon cannot 

be allowed as it can lead to a major 

accident.  

 

important in both Rail and Marine 
operations. In typical marine 
applications, the twist locks may 
have to bear much higher forces due 
to multiple levels of stacking as 
against a maximum of double 
stacking in Rail applications. Failure 
of one twist lock in Marine 
applications itself can have 
detrimental effects on safety of 
Ships and Cargo. 

 At the same time, there has been 
only a limited success on 
Multisourcing of ATLs. In the past, 
one source of ATL in International 
Railroad applications has been 
found unsuccessful on IR. The 
eligibility criteria for multisourcing 
of this product has therefore been 
widened to enable competent 
sources in the allied fields to 
participate in this multisourcing 
initiative. 

 However, the Eligibility criteria for 
the number of Twist Locks supplied 
is being increased to 4000 Nos (500 
IR Container Wagon Sets). 

3 Annexure-II Clause 2.2 
 
Should have certified 
“Satisfactory Performance” 
of ISO container 
lashing/locking 
devices(Manual/ Automatic/ 

Satisfactory performance 
certificate from 3 past users 
amongst the ones detailed in 
documentary proof submitted 
against clause 2.1.  
Performance certification 
should be from customers that 

M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

Only satisfactory Automatic Twist Lock 

performance for Rail Road application 

should be submitted from minimum 3 past 

users having 3 years of in service experience 

 Only Rail Road experience has been 
asked to be sought for, which has 
been addressed in points above. 

 In view of the increase in the 
requirement of the Twist Lock 
Devices in the Eligibility criteria of 
clause 2.1, the para is revised as 
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Semi Automatic) from at 
least 3 past users. 

satisfy the following 
conditions: 
To each of whom the 
container lashing/locking 
devices have been supplied in 
preceding Five Years from the 
date of application to RDSO. 
To each of whom at least 250 
ISO container lashing/locking 
devices have been supplied by 
the manufacturer in the past 3 
years. 

of the product.  

 

under: 
 

“Satisfactory performance certificate 
from 3 past users amongst the ones 
detailed in documentary proof 
submitted against clause 2.1. 
Performance certification should be 
from customers to each of whom at 
least 500 ISO container lashing/locking 
devices have been supplied by the 
manufacturer in the past 5 years” 

4 Annexure-II Clause 2.4 
The Automatic Twist Lock 
(ATL) devices (as in 
Annexure-I) should ideally 
be manufactured using in-
house facilities (in one or 
more installations) by the 
manufacturer, to be 
elaborated by the applicant, 
as per point 1, above. 
However, the manufacturer 
could have tie-ups with 
other manufacturing set-ups 
for out-sourcing. In such a 
case, the quality control of 
the products has to be 
supervised by the 
manufacturer, proposing to 
supply Automatic Twist Lock 
(ATL) devices.  Any  
outsourcing, should be 
clearly detailed including all 

Clear details with complete 
address, contact details & 
contact person details of the 
facility/ facilities where the 
Automatic Twist Lock (ATL) 
shall be manufactured should 
be detailed. 
If the above details, include a 
manufacturer from whom the 
Automatic Twist Lock (ATL) or 
any of its subassemblies are to 
out-sourced, complete details 
including details of the 
commercial aspects/ 
management/ ownership 
details with the source, 
identified for out sourcing, 
should be detailed. The 
mechanism, instituted to 
ensure quality control of the 
outsourced products, be 
elaborately detailed. 

M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

 

The clause asking for disclosing the 

commercial aspects for out sourcing needs 

to be reviewed. 

The normal course of sourcing 

forgings/castings/plastic/rubber 

components for hardware and out sourcing 

machining operations should not be 

included for such disclosers.  

 
 

 RDSO has a process of approving 
QAPs of the Manufacturers. The 
outsourced items/ subassemblies, 
Raw materials and their related 
Quality Control procedures form a 
part of the QAP of the product. 

 However, the word “Commercial 
aspect” is being deleted from the 
final document, as apparently the 
same is causing a confusion of 
disclosure of the commercial terms 
and conditions of the engagement 
of the Proposer and his Vendor. 

 For other aspects, the clause is 
considered to be adequate to the 
requirements of IR. 
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relevant details of the 
outsourcing contract & the 
outsourcing partner. The 
instituted mechanism to 
ensure quality control 
should also be elaborately 
detailed. 

5 Annexure-II Clause 2.6 
The Automatic Twist Lock 
(ATL) should conform to or 
exceed technical 
requirements detailed in 
Annexure-I. 

Specific conformance to 
technical requirements 
detailed in Annexure-I should 
be forwarded by giving specific 
product values rather than a 
simple “Complies” or “Agreed 
to ” remarks.  

M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

 

In addition to conforming to or exceeding 

the technical requirements detailed in 

Annexure-1, the design of the twist lock 

should ensure the following: 

The Automatic Twist Lock design should be 
such that visually it should be possible to 
evaluate if the lock is operative or 
defective.  
 
The lock should be rigidly secured to the 

base plate without allowing any movement 

or play. 

The design of the lock should be such that it 
ensures the lock is pilfer proof and  cannot 
be easily tempered.  
 
The correct orientation of the lock can be 
visually checked before installation.  

Various designs of Automatic Twist 
Locks are in operation over the World. 
Whereas each design of the Automatic 
Twist Locks has its own advantages and 
disadvantages, depending upon the 
proprietary and the IPR issues involved, 
AAR M -952, which is an established 
Specification for Twist Locks for Rail 
road use, is considered as a broadbased 
generic Specification for the 
requirements on Rail road application. 
Desirable additions, over and above the 
established Specifications, as such, may 
become restrictive. Whereas RDSO 
recognises the imperatives of Tamper 
proof and pilfer proof requirements, it is 
also understandable that the in an 
evolutionary process, tailor made 
perfect solutions do not exist. Since only 
one source of ATLs is available on IR as 
of now, placing over-riding desirable 
additions in the mandatory 
“References” would not be in the 
interest of IR. Zonal Railways and CTOs 
already form a part of the Joint 
observation teams at various stages, 
and any problems faced by the ultimate 
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users in the operation of ATLs of specific 
Vendors during the Field Trials, shall 
always be brought about. 

6 Annexure-II Clause 2.7 
 
Certificate  from AAR in 
compliance of M-952 for the 
proposed ATL. 
OR 
Test Reports of proposed 
ATL for compliance with AAR 
M-952 specification from 
any of the IACS or EMSA 
registered classification 
societies. 

The Test reports should be 
submitted with the application 
along with the results of . 

 Exit & Entrance Force 
Testing 

 Static tests. 

 Environment tests. 

 Impact Testing 
 
In case of AAR approval, the 
following shall be submitted 
along with the above: 

 AAR Observer 
Certification of Test 
Results, if applicable 

 Letter of Approval by 
AAR, if applicable 

M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

 

The impact testing cannot be carried out in 

a lab and requires rail test track which is not 

available at IACS and EMSA registered 

classification societies. The test facility 

carrying out the testing should have rail 

road experience. The impact testing calls for 

testing the locks fitted on a test wagon 

locking a loaded container and getting 

impacted at speed of over 5 mph to create 

the desired dynamic longitudinal reaction 

forces. The testing is required to be 

witnessed by an AAR inspector. Past 

experience with Celtec Locks should be 

taken into consideration where lab testing 

by NATA approved labs was considered 

sufficient. Locks provided on 12 rakes had 

to be operated manually at a huge cost to 

the railways/operators and subsequently 

replaced.  

This clause should not be applicable for 
Current suppliers as the AAR certification of 
the Principal has already been submitted, 
compliance to the AAR  standards by 
the collaborator of locally manufactured 

 

 Impact Testing is an important 
parameter of the ATL Specification 
for Railroad use. The reports 
covering all test schemes, including 
Impact Testing, have to be 
submitted to this office duly 
witnessed by recognised 
agency/agencies for acceptance of 
ATL design. In case the classification 
societies are not able to carry out 
the Impact Tests, a separate 
Certificate & Test Results from any 
Internationally accepted Railroad 
Testing facility/ Agency for 
compliance of Impact Tests to AAR 
M -952 Standards may be 
submitted. The clause no 2.7 is 
being modified suitably to include 
any internationally accepted 
Railroad Testing agency for 
compliance of one or more clauses 
of the AAR M -952. 
 

 RDSO recognizes that there is 
already one source of ATLs 
approved by RITES(with one 
indigenous licensee). RDSO also 
recognizes the fact that a large 
number of ATL devices of the 
existing Vendors are already running 
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locks furnished and over 65,000 
indigenously manufactured locks are in 
operation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mercantile Shipping Agencies  
Having gone through the draft copy of 
Guidelines for Multisourcing of Automatic 
Twistlock device on Container Flat wagons 
on IR, We request your authority to kindly 
reconsider the requirement demanded 
according to AAR M-952 as regards 
Environment tests. 
 The Environment test demands Compliance 
of the entrance and exit forces specified to 
be demonstrated at the temperatures of -
50 Degree F or below that is - 46 degree 
Celcius or below. 
 This Environment test is justified in case 
ATLS are to be used in USA. USA has that 
kind of natural environment to test 
feasibility at that temperature. The 
temperature in USA on an average varies 

on IR Container Flat Wagons. 
However, with a view to standardize 
the product from RDSO for 
application on IR, there would be a 
requirement to document the 
proprietary product for sourcing on 
Indian Railways, as also ascertain it’s 
field performance. Recognizing the 
fact that a large number of ATLs of 
existing Vendors approved by RITES 
are already running on IR, the 
relevant clause no 2.7 has been 
modified suitably. 
 
 
 

 Environment Tests are again an 
important parameter of the ATL 
Specifications and elaborate the 
resilience of the product over a 
temperature range irrespective of 
the fact whether the actual working 
Temperature environment is 
different. This is akin to the low 
temperature Impact Testing of 
materials, that is carried out even 
when the actual working 
temperatures of the materials are 
not within that temperature range. 
Environment Test chambers can be 
utilised for such testing. 
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from - 25 degree F to as low as -80 degree F  
say for example in ALASKA. Even Cities like 
Wasington, New York have achieved 
temperature as low as -50 Degree F approx.  
Temperature of -30 to -35 degree F is 
common in most parts of USA. Accordingly 
testing at -50 degree F for US application is 
justified. Also testing is possible in that 
natural environment.  
 Attached here in is State by state low 
temperature records in USA by the  U.S. 
National Climatic Data Center for your 
immediate ref. and perusal. 
 Now to carry out this test in our country, 
we do not have that environment, the 
natural kind of environment to support the 
test possibility. Also practically the 
temperature in our country does not go as 
low as that level where containers are 
moved on FLAT RACKS. 
 In view of the above,  We request your 
authority to kindly reconsider the 
requirement demanded according  
 to AAR M-952 as regards Environment 
tests. 
 Alternatively we request the authorities to 
guide us in creating that environment to 
perform the required test. 
 
CONCOR 
The approval testing bodies should have 
necessary facilities for ascertaining 
compliance to all the relevant clauses of 
AAR specification M-952. In past, serious 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The remarks against the said 
comments have already been 
appended in the points above. 
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difficulties were experienced by Concor 
and other CTO’s in the trial conducted by 
RITES with CELTEC locks due to jamming. 
Thus the  jamming tendencies and impact 
testing have to be specifically checked. 

Arranging the type testing of automatic 
twist locks should be the responsibility of 
prospective manufacturer. 
 

7 Annexure-II Clause 2.8 
 
It should be clearly indicated 
whether the installation & 
dismantling of the 
Automatic Twist Lock (ATL) 
is possible using any 
standard/special type/make 
of installation equipment. If 
it involves any special tools, 
will they be provided free 
with given lot size or have to 
be procured separately? The 
manufacturer will supply the 
detailed procedure for 
installation & dismantling of 
ATL devices on wagon and 
use of any sealant, oil, 
packing item etc.   

 
 
A write up in this respect shall 
be furnished by the Applicant 
covering all the aspects 
outlined. Any particular 
fastener torqueing values and 
special equipment used for the 
same should be detailed. 

M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

It should be possible to visually check the 

correct orientation for installation and 

maintenance of ATL.  

It should be possible to dismantle and carry 
out most of the repairs on the ATL without 
removing it completely.  
Being a Safety item the Product should be 
pilfer Proof and Temper Proof.  
The product including its installation should 
be able to withstand the vibrations 
generated during loading/unloading and 
rail-road operations.  
 
CONCOR 
 
Commonly used tools should be made 
compulsory requirements so that any 
wagon having a problem in ATL does not 
get detained awaiting special tools. As the 
wagon run all over the country, providing 
special tools with all the wagon 
maintenance staff and with the container 

 The subject clause is in reference to 
the installation and dismantling 
procedure requirements. Other 
clauses already take into account 
the issues raised as regards the 
requirement on Rail Road conditions 
in consonance with AAR M – 952. 
Issues regarding Temper-proof and 
Pilfer-proof requirements have 
already been addressed in paras 
above. It is again reiterated that 
laying of desirable conditions in an 
evolutionary process shall make the 
Multisourcing guidelines restrictive. 
 
 

 

 The purpose of putting in this clause 
is to ascertain during the application 
stage itself about the requirements 
of special tools, if any, in the 
Installation and dismantling 
procedure. The Zonal Railways, 
being maintainers and CTOs, being 
the Owners, shall be a part of the 
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depots is not likely to be feasible. 
 

Joint observation process at various 
stages of the Multisourcing.  As 
such, the requirement of the Special 
Tools, their type and related 
consequences on the Wagon 
maintenance, can be assessed 
during the whole process of Vendor 
Development and evaluation during 
field trials and extended Field Trials. 
As such, it shall not be appropriate 
to place limitations on aspects that 
would be better appreciated, when 
the product is evaluated as a whole. 

8 Annexure-II Clause 3 
 
The Manufacturer proposing 
for product development 
should forward a 
undertaking that they agree 
to follow & abide by the 
product development 
process detailed in 
Annexure-III. 

A undertaking in this respect 
should be included. 

M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

 

A number of vendors have tried to copy 

Holland design twist locks in the past. It 

may kindly be noted that Holland design 

automatic twist lock is patent protected. 

Any infringement of the patent or IPR by a 

vendor and its approval by RDSO may make 

the railways equally liable for infringement 

of IPR/patent.  

 

It is the responsibility of 
Manufacturer/proposer to ensure that 
there is no violation of 
patent/proprietary/copy of design in a 
proposal/product. As a product user, 
RDSO/IR would not be expected to carry 
out surveys on Patent violations by 
checking the proposed product with all 
the applicable patents on the subject. 
Clause 2.3 of Annexure II has been 
modified by adding following 
declaration form to be submitted by the 
proposer. 
 
 “Indian Railways shall not be 
responsible for infringement of Patent 
Rights arising due to similarity in 
design, manufacturing process, use of 
similar components in the design and 
development of this item and any other 
factor not mentioned herein which may 
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cause such a dispute. The entire 
responsibility to settle any such 
disputes/ matters lies with the 
manufacturer / supplier.  
Details/ Design/ Documents given by 
them are not infringing any IPR and 
they are responsible in absolute and 
full measure instead of Railways for 
any such violations. Data, Specifcations 
and other IP as generated out of 
interaction with the Railways shall not 
be unilaterally used without the 
consent of RDSO and the rights of 
Railways/ RDSO on such IP is 
acceptable to them” 

 Annexure-II Clause 5 
 
Product Samples: 
As a proof of product 
realization by the proposer, 
the application for product 
development should be 
accompanied by samples of 
Automatic Twist Lock (ATL) 
manufactured by the 
applicant with a due 
marking/stamping of the 
manufacturer’s name, 
Model No. & Month/Year of 
manufacture. 

 
Min 1 sample of assembled 
Automatic Twist Lock (ATL)  
and One quarter cut model 
should be included along with 
the application. Each sample 
should be individually sealed, 
with the top cover identifying 
the component. 

M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

A legal undertaking that the product does 

not infringe the IPR or patent/patent 

applied for of an existing manufacturer 

should be submitted by the potential 

supplier and verified by RDSO from the 

design details and sample submitted.  

 

As above 

 Annexure-II Clause 6 
 
Product Warranty 
 

The applicant should confirm a 
warranty/guarantee of a 
minimum 42 months from the 
date of manufacture or 36 

M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

The new ATL should be 

warranty/guaranteed for 2 ROH cycles i.e. 

At present, the first ROH of the Wagon 
takes place after three and a half years. 
As such, the suggestion of the Warranty 
clause is being incorporated in the Final 
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months from date of fitment, 
whichever is earlier. 

42 months from the date of fitment or 48 

months form the date of manufacture 

whichever is earlier.  

 

Document, as suggested. 

 Annexure-III Point 3 
 
The Process of Product 
Development of Automatic 
Twist Lock (ATL) Devices 
Upon the preliminary 
approval, the applicant shall 
submit the detailed 
drawings & Quality 
Assurance Plan (QAP) of the 
product to Wagon 
Directorate. RDSO will check 
the suitability of the concept 
design with respect to IR 
standards including Quality 
Control, dimensional 
clearance and acceptance 
from ISO Containers etc. 
point of view. If the design is 
found to be unsuitable, the 
proposer shall be given 
opportunity to present his 
case to RDSO, within 30 days 
of the issue of the same 
from RDSO. If the proposer 
fails to give satisfactory 
explanation of the 
deficiencies, then the 
proposed design shall be 

- M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

 
In case there is a major design change then 
the Automatic Twist Locks to new design 
should be subjected to complete testing as 
specified in AAR- 952 standards and 
detailed in  Annexure-II. 

A departure from the certified product 
shall be assessed technically from the 
product functionality and safety point of 
view. In case a significant departure is 
found, that would have an impact on 
the Parameters of the earlier 
conformance on AAR M – 952, retesting 
shall have to be carried out.  Decision of 
EDSW in such case shall be final.  The 
point 3 of Annexure III will be modified 
to include the comments. 
 
The above process is equally applicable 
to a “developed source”. An additional 
Clause in this regard has been 
incorporated in the finalised guidelines 
in Annexure III. 
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summarily rejected. 
 

 Annexure-III Point 9 
 
A lay-over period of 6 
months (after the date of 
last fitment of trial 
Automatic Twist Lock (ATL) 
on the one rake of BLC 
wagon (of 45 wagons) shall 
be given before ascertaining 
Limited Field Trial 
performance of the installed 
Automatic Twist Lock (ATL). 
After the 6 months period, 
any 5 wagons (out of the 
first rake of 45 wagons), on 
which Automatic Twist Lock 
(ATL) installation has been 
confirmed shall be randomly 
chosen & the wagons 
monitored for ANY failure of 
the applied Automatic Twist 
Lock (ATL). A joint report 
prepared on the Automatic 
Twist Lock (ATL) 
performance in the 
inspected 5 wagons by Zonal 
Railway wagon depot 
personnel & RDSO 
representative.  
 

- M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

 
The initial trial period should be minimum 1 
ROH cycle for manufacturers who have no 
past experience and the Automatic Twist 
Lock to their design is being put on Rail-
road service for the first time. For 
manufacturers/Collaborators whose 
Automatic Twist Lock are operating on Rail-
road application the trial period should be 
atleast 1 year to the environment effect on 
the components and the product 
performance during different weather 
cycles.A joint performance report on a 
monthly basis should be submitted by the 
manufacturer to RDSO. 
 
 
Mercantile Shipping Agencies (For 
complete Annexure III) 
Also the gestation period for new vendor 
development has been designed such that 
minimum 3 to 4 yrs or even more would 
easily go for a new vendor to eventually 
enter. As against AAR M-952 standards 
having gestation period of only approx one 
calendar year. 
4 long years of precious time of various 
people & quantum of funds involvement 
with an hanging sword to a new entrant 
cannot give survival needs to an industry / 

 Past experience in the field of 
Twist Locks has already been 
considered during the 
application stage. As such, the 
question of inexperienced 
players entering the domain 
shall get addressed during the 
application stage itself. 

 Environment Testing in lab is 
already a part of the Approval 
process. A six month Field trial 
period is considered good to 
ensure subjecting of the product 
to sufficient loading/ unloading 
cycles so that inherent problems 
in the product, if any, come to 
fore.  

 
 

 As brought about in the 
preamble of the Multisourcing 
guidelines, Safety of Railroad 
applications is of paramount 
importance and any product on 
use on IR which has safety 
ramifications, has to be tried and 
tested properly before the 
product can be proved as 
successfully developed. 
However, at the same time, the 
safety requirements have to be 
balanced with development of 
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enterprise 
 In spite of stringent norms with RDSO 
reserving rights, in case of failure, to initiate 
fresh product development process such 
long gestation period is not justified. 
 The designed long gestation period of 3 to 
4 yrs is quite discouraging. It would 
discourage new entrants, thereby shelter 
existing players & kill competition.  
 This could  loose the whole purpose of the 
initiative process of Multisourcing of 
Automatic Twistlock device on Container 
Flat wagons on IR 
 Request your kind understanding & re-
consideration on the highlighted issues. 
 
CONCOR  
The procedure for development outlined in 
Annexure III is acceptable with comments 
on trial report and categorization of severity 
of defects to be considered suitable by 
RDSO. 
Field trials should continue upto 1st ROH 
and extended field trials upto warranty 
period, although RDSO can consider 
approving a vendor as a development 
source on successful performance for a 
suitable short period. The number of 
permissible defects allowed upto & 
including 1st ROH, after approximately two 
years of service need to be fixed at or 
around figures for the current approved 
sources. The stipulation of 1st ROH is 
considered necessary as proper 

enough sources within a 
reasonable time frame to ensure 
ease of availability and cost 
effectiveness. The suggestions 
have been addressed in the 
revised document, with a 
satisfactory performance 
requirement of 5 Rake 
equivalents of ATLs over a 
period of 2 years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Field trials upto First ROH may 
not be necessary as the check 
involves random checking of 5 
Container Wagons fitted with 
the product, which is not an 
elaborate process. 

 Satisfactory performance of the 
product during the extended 
field trials shall be decided by 
RDSO on the basis of the 
available information and 
relative performances of various 
products prevailing at that stage. 

 Suitable safeguards of restricted 
usage during the stage of Field 
Trials and extended Field trials 
to prevent large scale problems 
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examination may not be possible otherwise. 
The categorization of defects as per severity 
is also important as certain defects,like 
jamming problems encounterd by CONCOR 
Celtec locks, can have severe implication 
even if the absolute numbers are lower. I t 
is also proposed that RDSO consider the 
lessons learnt from the failed field trial with 
CELTEC twist locks and adopt suitable 
safeguards. 
 
 
KRIBCHO  
After the last word “Representative” 
following to be inserted, “and the wagon 
owner CTO’S representative” 
 
 

have already been built into the 
Guidelines. 

 Also, during the assessment of 
the satisfactory performance of 
the product, inputs from CTOs 
and Local Railway Authorities 
shall also be considered as a 
suitable Safeguard. 

 
 
 
 
 
The Container Freight operator in 
whose Wagons the product has been 
tried out shall be a part of the Joint 
Inspection Team. The clause has been 
amended suitably. 

 Annexure-III Point 11 
 
Based on the successful 
performance as per point 
no. 8 above, conditional 
approval of ATL shall be 
given for Extended Field 
Trials of the product. 
However, the same shall be 
limited to 720 devices that 
may be placed in service in 
the first year. Another 720 
Devices may be placed in 
service in the Second year. 
During the period of 
conditional approval, a 

- M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

 
Successful performance as per point no.9 
instead of point no. 8(which seems to be a 
typographical error). 
 
 
KRIBCHO 

After the last word “RDSO” of the last but 

one sentence, Following to be inserted, 

“including one from wagon owner CTO” 

 

 
 
 
Noted. The typographical error has 
been addressed in the final document. 
 
 
 
 
The Container Freight operator in 
whose Wagons the product has been 
tried out shall be a part of the Joint 
Inspection Team. The clause has been 
amended suitably. 
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record of all service failures 
shall be kept and report shall 
be supplied to EDSW, RDSO. 
After expiration of the 2-
year service period, at least 
five cars shall be inspected 
by representatives assigned 
by EDSW, RDSO. If the 
condition of the support and 
securement system (ATL) are 
found satisfactory, 
unconditional approval of 
the system can be granted. 
 

 Annexure-III Point 12 
 
Further to the above (Point 
11 above) being successfully 
complied, the product 
development status of the 
Vendor shall be considered 
complete & RDSO shall 
communicate the same to 
ZR/ Wagon manufacturers. 
Other issues pertinent to a 
purchase contract- purchase 
desc/ part nos, cost, 
production capacities, 
conditions of contract, 
warranty/guarantee, supply 
period & others shall be 
looked-into by the 
respective purchaser 
directly. 

- M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

 
Instructions may be issued to ZR/Wagon 
Builders not to mix ATL’s of different design 
on 1 wagon and preferably on 1 unit as 
these wagons operate in unit formations. 

 
 
 
The subject matter does not pertain to 
the ATL Multisourcing guidelines and 
shall be dealt with separately. 
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 Annexure-III Point 14 

 
In case, a manufacturer 
(approved or under 
development) 
alters/changes the place of 
manufacturing of Automatic 
Twist Lock (ATL) (as specified 
in Annexure-I), the new site 
would have to be inspected 
& the product conformance 
certified by the inspecting 
agency, as detailed in point 
4, above. 
 

- M/s Sanrok, Faridabad 

 
This may not be insisted upon if there is no 
change in the process of 
manufacture/testing and the approved QAP 
is being followed. 

 
 
 
The efficacy of the application of the 
approved QAP in the new Unit/Place of 
manufacturing shall be required to be 
established. The requirements of this 
clause are considered adequate and 
suitable for IR requirements. 

 Ms ADE Electrosteel Co Pvt Limited 
 No comments and all clauses accepted -  

 Ms Texmaco   -  

 1. Please let us know whether different vendor’s make ATL device can be used in the same BLC 
wagon / Rake.  
 
 
 

 
2) We would appreciate that you would issue the guidelines for multisourcing other components 

like Slack Less Draw Bar, Quick Draw for BLC wagons in line with the guideline for 
multisourcing of ATL. In this connection, please note that  we have already developed Slack 
Less Draw Bar in our (latest modern technology) Foundry and applied to RDSO / Lucknow for 
vendor approval in August 2010.  

 
3) Moreover, M/s. Miner Enterprises, USA had already supplied Quick Draw type Draft Gear for 

similar application and also applied to RDSO / Lucknow in July 2010 for vendor approval.  

- The matter is an operational matter 
and does not have relevance to 
Multisourcing guidelines of ATL and 
shall be addressed suitably at a 
later date. 

 
- Multisourcing for propriety 

products like Drawbar and Quick 
Draw were being dealt with by Ms 
RITES earlier and were 
consequently transferred to RDSO. 
These products are propriety in 
nature and the technology of 
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 design, manufacture and Quality 
Control is not available with RDSO. 
However, due diligence by RDSO in 
understanding the Technology of 
Manufacture is being carried out. 

 

 

Corrections/ Additions made  by RDSO in the ATL Multisourcing Guidelines 
 
1. Changes to the Preamble of the Document has been carried out detailing the history of evolution of ATL sources on IR and modification to the Text with 

additional inputs. 
2.  “References” 1 and 2 of “Annexure 1” have been modified suitably to incorporate the complete Wagon Drawing references through  “Index Drawings” of 

BLC and BLL wagons 
a. To enable the prospective Vendors to study the Load Distribution pattern of Containers on the Wagons, as per their requirement. 
b. To enable them to study the Wagon Design for amalgamating their product for use on Container Flat Wagons, as per their requirement. 

3. Clause 2.3 refers to “willingness to supply AAR approved Automatic Twist lock devices…” The same is in inconsonance with the other provisions of the 
Multisourcing guidelines and the same has been changed to “willingness to supply Automatic Twist Locks to AAR M -952 Specifications and other 
References brought about in Annexure 1…..” 

4. Addition to Clause No 13 of Annexure II of the Draft Guidelines (Now Clause No 14 of the Final Draft) regarding delisting provision of the “developed 
sources” 

5. Addition of an additional Clause No 16 in the Final Draft regarding role of the CTOs, Zonal Railways and Wagon Builders in the Multisourcing initiative. 
6. Note 2 after Clause 16 in Annexure III has been added to detail the status of the currently approved Vendors (by RITES). 
7. Note 3 after Clause 16 in Annexure III has been added to detail the process of induction of ATL sources into the RDSO Vendor Directory. 
8. Changes in Heading, Para 1, Para 12, Para 14 of Annexure III to bring the same in line with the Multisourcing process. 
9. Change in the Note 1 of Annexure III, redefining the stage of submission of “Maintenance Instruction for field/ repair Depot Staff” to before the 

installation of the proposed ATLs on Wagons to have the guidelines ready before the fitment stage. 


